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From: Arthur Mofodopoulis


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 10:38 AM


To: neil.jacobs@noaa.gov


Subject: Thank you for sticking up for our president regarding Hurricane Dorian's potential


impact on Alabama!


The Honorable Neil Jacobs


Acting Director


National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration


1401 Constitution Avenue NW, Room 5128


Washington, DC 20230


(via email)


September 9, 2019


Dear Dr. Jacobs,


I'm writing to THANK YOU for supporting President Donald Trump's assertion that the state of Alabama was directly in


the path of Hurricane Dorian. THANK YOU also for commanding every employee in the National Oceanic and Air


Administration to do the same. I hope you're able to root out and fire the churlish worker in the National Weather Service


who issued an official tweet contradicting President Trump.


Your timely putdown of the NWS has helped protect the president from shame and embarrassment by lying socialists in


the media who have attempted to portray him as obsessive, stupid, petty and craven. It also sets a great example for


other agencies in the vast federal bureaucracy. Those workers also should be directed to agree with whatever President


Trump says!


As you might suspect, I'm one of his proudest supporters. The President is the most amazing leader the United States of


America has ever had. He's smart, handsome, virile and inspiring. His family is very attractive, too. You can't say that for


the White House's previous occupants. Who could feel pride in America when we were being led by a Kenyan and his


ugly brood?


President Trump has eliminated illegal immigration, made Mexico pay for The Wall, brought the thieving Chinese to their


knees with astute tariffs and persuaded North Korea to abandon its nuclear weapons and missile programs. Thanks to


him, we're once again the most respected country on Earth.


And now, under his leadership, our government has politicized the weather. It's well past time for that.  We've politicized


everything else -- even light bulbs. Why should weather be immune?


So congratulations, sir. You're helping to Make America Great Again!


Sincerely,


Arthur Mofodopoulis
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